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Click on above logo to start shopping. To create your own professional quality graphics design at a
much lower price, come to graphicsnow and get started now! Start your 1 hour shopping here. Free
shipping Money back guarantee Fast shipping Quality Guarantee What's New in 2.6.3 One year
warranty Supported 3D-objects User-generated custom Vectors Easily added file attachment Gallery
with thousands of 3D-objects Support of pictures Compatible with IKEA Tappett brand Read more
Documentation Screenshots Customer Reviews My favorite programer was a Tu-30 man by Roger
Smith Ikegai tu 30 have all the capabilities of the myügai tu I've owned. It has top end features much
more than the myügai. They are a bit more limited than the TUNG or WELCH manual. But they are
well documented in book form. The only thing that the myügai tu manual is some of the tolerances
and speed limits. But I can get those from a spreadsheet. Great programer manual by Farley
Edgerton I really like the fact that there is a tutorial. The manual is great and comes with practice
problems. Great manual. Nice documentation by Trey P. I like the manual for this unit, it's easy to
understand and follow along with the instructions for programming. For just over $10, it's a great
purchase. It's much more the manual than any of the manuals that cost 20 bucks. Easily the best
tooling manual available for Ikegai lathes by Shane Helton The Ikegai Tu 30 lathe and TUT series
lathes have an excellent manual and programming tools for the DYNAFORM! automation tool.
Nothing else is comparable for the money. I have owned four of these. Great tooling! Works great,
very well done by Big Jim O'Brien This is a great manual. There are so many features that it's almost
impossible to know all of them. The information is very well written. You will need to know some
machine language programming, and that is no problem. Also, some Excel experience should be
expected. Overall, it's
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